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public’ (p. vii) and one presumably to a more scholarly audience. This history
appears to be reflected in the wide variation, in different parts of the volume,
in the amount of ground covered, in the level of detail, and in the degree to
which rival scholarly interpretations are actively responded to (as opposed to
being simply mentioned, sometimes with and sometimes without references).
Of course, every book must treat some things more painstakingly than others.
But scholars, at any rate, will sometimes find themselves asking why they
should accept the particular interpretation proposed, rather than one of the
others admitted to be on offer elsewhere.

These gripes should not, however, be allowed to obscure the book’s undeni-
able merits. It is an important work, which should interest and stimulate a
broad readership for some time to come.
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Knowledge and Its Limits is a splendid book that is certain to be influential for a
long time. It develops positions on an unusually broad range of topics (the
nature of mental states, knowledge, justification, evidence, warranted asserta-
bility, externalism and internalism, the iteration of knowledge, epistemic
transparency, scepticism, probability) and offers distinctive, carefully crafted
arguments in defence of these positions.

Williamson sees himself as developing a new, ‘knowledge first’ approach to
epistemology. At the core of this approach is the thesis that knowing is a men-
tal state and, indeed, a sui generis mental state, which cannot be adequately
understood as a combination of internal conditions (for example, believing or
believing with justification) and external conditions (for example, the envi-
ronmental conditions that make the belief true). Because the concept knows
picks out a sui generis mental state, Williamson feels free to make use of it,
without threat of circularity, in developing accounts of evidence, justification,
warranted assertability, and many other important epistemological concepts.

Williamson employs a negative strategy to defend the thesis that knowing is
sui generis, arguing that the contrary view is motivated by indefensible
assumptions and that in exposing the indefensibility of these assumptions, he
shifts the burden of proof. One of these assumptions is that knowing has an
external component and, as such, cannot be a mental state. Williamson
counters that beliefs, which almost everyone will grant are mental, are not
wholly internal either and, hence, internality cannot be a test of the mental. He
relies on a familiar line of argument, based on natural language semantics, to
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defend the idea that believing is not wholly internal. According to the argu-
ment, the referents of terms within natural languages are determined at least in
part by environmental conditions. Had these conditions been different, the
referents of the terms would have been different. On twin earth, the sentence
‘There are tigers’ would have referred not to tigers but schmigers, which are
tiger-like creatures in appearance but different in evolutionary ancestry and
inner constitution. Because thinking and believing are pervaded by language,
environmental conditions play a role in determining their referents as well.
Had an individual S been on twin earth rather than earth, S’s thoughts and
beliefs would not have about tigers but rather about schmigers. Thus, the con-
tents of S’s thoughts and beliefs are not wholly determined by internal condi-
tions. This conclusion might not be so damaging if internalists had some
plausible way of identifying a core of internal states that is purely mental, but
Williamson insists that they do not (pp. –).

Another possible rationale for denying that knowing is a mental state is that
it does not play a role in the explanation of action in the way that believing
does. According to Williamson, however, knowing can play such a role and,
indeed, actions often can only be explained by citing what subjects know, not
what they believe or even what they truly believe (pp. –). Yet another
rationale is that subjects are always in a position to know which mental states
they are in, whereas they often lack such access to what they know. Williamson
replies that virtually no mental states enjoy this kind of transparency and,
thus, the lack of such transparency cannot be used to deny that knowing is a
mental state (pp. –). 

Of course, as Williamson himself recognizes, even if he is correct to reject
each of the above assumptions, it might still be the case that knowing is best
understood as a mixture of mental and non-mental elements, for example,
justified belief, truth and some other condition to handle Gettier problems. He
insists, however, that no one has yet succeeded in providing a convincing
account of knowing in terms of such a mixture of conditions, and he further
claims that the amount of effort that has been devoted to producing such an
account without success is at least prima facie evidence that no such account is
possible (pp. –).

Having established to his satisfaction that knowing is sui generis, William-
son feels entitled, without threat of circularity, to use the concept of knowing as
a tool to understand other epistemological concepts. One of his central theses
is that if the usual order is reversed and knowledge rather than justified belief
is regarded as fundamental, it becomes possible to provide appealingly simple
and enlightening accounts of a wide range of key epistemological notions. 

Much of the attention that Williamson’s book is sure to attract will focus on
his claim that knowing is a sui generis mental state, and rightly so, since Wil-
liamson himself emphasizes that the distinct epistemological positions he
defends flow out of this metaphysical position. However, it is a tribute to the
richness of his work that regardless of what one makes of his metaphysics of
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believing and knowing, there is much to learn from his attempts to use knowl-
edge to provide accounts of evidence, justified belief, warranted assertability,
and other such notions. 

Consider, for example, the account of justified belief that Williamson
defends. Two theses form the core of this account. The first is that beliefs are
justified by one’s having evidence for their truth. The second is that one’s evi-
dence is co-extensive with what one knows. These theses turn the standard
approach, which understands knowledge in terms of justified belief, on its
head. One of the recurring themes of Williamson’s book is that the received
view has exhausted itself and that the corrective is to build an account of justi-
fied belief out of the concept of knowledge rather than the other way around. 

I agree that the project of trying to understand knowledge as some variant
of justified true belief ought to be abandoned, but I also think that Williamson
misidentifies the source of the problem. The deepest mistake of the justified
true belief tradition is that it fails to recognize that the project of understand-
ing knowledge and that of understanding justified belief are distinct, inde-
pendent projects. It has been the working hypothesis of the tradition that the
concepts of knowing and justified believing are conceptually linked. William-
son continues this mistake. He reverses the direction of the link, but he too
insists that knowledge and justified belief are necessarily tied to one another.
This is the flaw at the heart of Williamson’s ‘knowledge first’ approach to epis-
temology, and an especially visible manifestation of this flaw is the great diffi-

culty such an approach encounters in generating plausible results about what
one can justifiably believing in scenarios that involve radical deceit.

Consider a variation of the familiar brain in the vat hypothesis. Without his
being aware of anything unusual, John’s brain has been temporarily placed in a
vat, where it is stimulated in just the way that it would have been stimulated
had it not been envatted. The brain will be in a vat for a week and then
returned to John’s body, again without his being aware of anything out of the
ordinary. Stipulating that the period of envatment is brief avoids a complica-
tion. For, if the envatment is sufficiently lengthy, then on some externalist
accounts of belief content, John’s beliefs might well have different referents
from what they would have had in normal circumstances. For example, if his
brain has been in a vat for most of his life, John’s belief that he is sitting on a
stool in a laboratory holding a NMR readout might not be about an ordinary
chair, NMR, and laboratory but instead their vat-world counterparts, a stool-
in-the-vat, a laboratory-in-the-vat, and so on. On the above scenario, however,
the period of envatment is short enough that even assuming an externalist
account of belief content, it is not plausible to think that the objects of John’s
beliefs are anything other than ordinary stools, NMRs, and laboratories.

The familiar internalist worry about brain-in-a-vat scenarios is that from
John’s perspective they would be indistinguishable from ordinary situations.
Were he in a vat, John would not notice anything unusual and he would
believe, as he does now, that he is sitting on a stool in a laboratory holding a
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NMR readout, but his belief would not constitute knowledge, because it would
be false. But if a vat situation is psychologically and evidentially indistinguish-
able for John from an ordinary situation, how can he know that he is not now
in a vat? But if he cannot know that he is not now a in a vat, how can he know
that he is sitting on a stool in a laboratory holding a NMR readout?

Williamson argues that on his ‘knowledge first’ approach, worries of this
sort largely evaporate, because they can be seen to rest upon the mistaken
assumption that John’s psychological states and evidence are identical in the
above two scenarios. According to Williamson, knowing is every bit as much a
mental state as believing or experiencing. So, there is no reason to grant that in
the ordinary situation and the vat situation, John’s psychological states are
identical. In the ordinary situation John is in the mental state of knowing that
he is sitting on a stool in a laboratory, but in the vat he is not in this state.

These are controversial claims, to be sure, but if accepted, they do accom-
plish their intended result. They allow Williamson to block a set of arguments
with the threatening conclusion that even in the ordinary scenario, John lacks
perceptual knowledge of his immediate environment. But in accomplishing
this result, these same claims create problems for the theory of justified belief.
While envatted, John is severely deprived of knowledge of his environment,
but because on Williamson’s view, one’s evidence is co-extensive with what
one knows, John is also thereby severely deprived of evidence. And because
evidence is what justifies belief, there is much less that John can justifiably
believe while envatted. However, this runs counter to the intuition that in an
ordinary situation and its brain-in-the-vat counterpart, John’s beliefs are justi-
fied to exactly the same degree.

Internalists have an easy way of accounting for this intuition. John’s psy-
chology and evidence are identical in the pair of situations and, hence, what-
ever degrees of justification John’s beliefs have in one situation, they have
identical degrees of justification in the other. Williamson, by contrast, is able
to avoid one of the questions that trouble internalists, the question of how
John can have perceptual knowledge of his immediate environment in ordi-
nary situations if his psychology and evidence are identical with what they
would be in the vat counterpart of these ordinary situations. But his way of
avoiding this troubling question comes at the cost of having no obvious way to
account for the intuition that in the ordinary scenario and the vat scenario,
John’s beliefs are justified to the same degree.

There are two aspects of this problem, neither of which admits of an easy
solution for Williamson. The first is to account for how John can have justified
perceptual beliefs about his immediate environment. The second is to account
for how John can be justified in believing a host of other things that are based
at least in part on his perceptual beliefs about his immediate environment.

One strategy for dealing with the first of the above problems is simply to
bite the bullet and insist that John’s belief that he is sitting on a stool in a labo-
ratory holding a NMR readout is not justified in the vat scenario whereas it is
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justified in the ordinary scenario. This would be a strategy of desperation,
however. It is difficult to deny that in at least one sense of justified, and moreo-
ver a sense of justified that is centrally important for our everyday assessments
of each other’s beliefs, John’s perceptual beliefs about his environment are
equally well justified in the above pair of situations. An adequate account of
justified belief must come to grips with this sense.

The alternative strategy open to Williamson is to say that even when in the
vat, John has knowledge of how things appear to him, and such knowledge
provides him with sufficient evidence to justify his belief that he is sitting on a
stool in a laboratory holding a NMR readout, as well as a range of other per-
ceptual beliefs about his environment. In various passages (for example, pp.
–), Williamson suggests that this is in fact his view, but conceding this
point does undermine one of the principal advantages that an externalist,
‘knowledge first’ approach might seem to have over an internalist, justification
based approach. If internalists can successfully explain, relying only on inter-
nal evidence about appearances, how our perceptual beliefs about the external
world are justified both in ordinary scenarios and in vat scenarios, then
although it may be reassuring to be told by Williamson that in the ordinary
scenario our evidence includes not just internal appearances but also external
perceptions, having such external evidence is not necessary to explain why our
beliefs are justified. Our internal evidence is sufficient to provide us with the
justification we seek.

So neither of the strategies open to Williamson for dealing with the first of
the above worries is appealing, but his difficulties with the second worry are
even worse. According to Williamson, evidence is what justifies beliefs, and
nothing that is not known counts as evidence. As a result, even if Williamson is
prepared to concede that in the vat scenario, John is justified in believing that
he is sitting on a stool in a laboratory holding a NMR readout, John cannot use
this belief, or for that matter any other perceptual belief about his immediate
environment, as evidence to justify other beliefs. By contrast, in the ordinary
case, John can make use of the NMR readout and other perceptual knowledge
of his immediate environment to justify an extensive range of further beliefs.
For example, if he is using the NMR to study the structure of a particular pro-
tein, he may be able to use the readout to justify a set of inferences about how
this protein differs from other proteins. But in the vat scenario, John lacks
knowledge of the readout and thus, on Williamson’s account, it is not available
to justify such inferences. As a result, Williamson faces a dilemma. Either he
says that such inferential beliefs can be justified by about how things appear to
John or he says that such beliefs are not justified at all. Neither horn is palata-
ble. Not even internalists are committed to the view that such beliefs have to be
justified on the basis of internal appearances. Besides, such a view lacks plausi-
bility. Perhaps not every belief that is justified by John’s internal evidence
becomes part of the evidence he can use to justify other beliefs, but some such
beliefs get added to his evidence base, and simple perceptual beliefs, even when
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they turn out to be false, are prime candidates. 
The second horn of the dilemma is no less sharp. Saying that in the ordinary

scenario John is justified in making inferences from the readout whereas in the
vat scenario he is not justified in making such inferences is tantamount to
admitting that in the vat scenario there is not only much less that John knows,
there is also much less that he can even justifiably believe. But such a result
runs directly counter to the intuition that in at least one centrally important
sense of justified belief, John’s beliefs are equally well justified in the two sce-
narios.

What has gone wrong here is that Williamson comes only half way to terms
with a powerful tension that has been working its way through epistemology
since the Enlightenment, a tension between the theory of justified belief and
the theory of knowledge. Epistemologists have wanted there to be a necessary
connection between justification and knowledge, and often take it as a work-
ing assumption that there is one, but in fact there is not an easy fit between the
two. Williamson recognizes the problems inherent in using an account of justi-
fied belief to construct an account of knowledge, and so he reverses the usual
order and tries to use an account of knowledge to construct an account of
justified belief. But he too insists on conceptually linking two projects that are
in fact distinct. The remedy is not to put knowledge first as opposed to justifi-

cation first. The remedy is to put neither first. 
An account of epistemically justified belief most naturally focuses on what it

is appropriate for one to believe insofar as one’s aim is to have accurate and
comprehensive beliefs, whereas an account of knowledge most naturally
focuses on what relations one has to bear to one’s environment in order to
have knowledge of it. It is easy to take for granted that the two accounts are
conceptually intertwined, given that some of the most influential figures in the
history of epistemology have thought that one and the same notion could cap-
ture both ideas. Descartes, for example, urged his readers to be sufficiently cir-
cumspect believers (by believing only that which is clear and distinct), but he
also thought that by being sufficiently circumspect, they could also be alto-
gether assured on acquiring knowledge.

Few epistemologists are so confident anymore. The ambitious foundation-
alist projects of modern epistemology have failed, and there are painful lessons
to be learned from these failures, the principal one being that try as one may to
marshal one’s intellectual faculties, methods, and opinions to prove the relia-
bility of these same faculties, methods, opinions, there is no non-question beg-
ging way of doing so. Even if one is ideally careful in regulating one’s opinions,
there can be no guarantees that one’s opinions are not seriously mistaken. But
if most of one’s opinions are seriously mistaken, then not even an occasional
true one is a good candidate for knowledge. Consequently, even if a belief is
both justified and true, there are no assurances that it comes anywhere close to
satisfying the conditions of knowledge. Those who try to understand knowl-
edge in terms of justified true belief plus some fillip to handle Gettier problems
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do not adequately acknowledge this lesson. However, there is a flip side of this
lesson that Williamson does not adequately acknowledge, namely, one can fail
to come anywhere close to satisfying the conditions of knowledge (because,
say, one’s brain has been placed in a vat) and yet still have eminently justified
beliefs. Being deprived of opportunities for knowledge does not thereby neces-
sarily deprive one of opportunities for justified beliefs.

The presupposition that justified belief and knowledge are conceptually
connected with one another is needlessly constraining. It has the consequence
of placing the theory of knowledge and the theory of justified belief in service
to one another. The post-Gettier history of epistemology illustrates how
unfortunate this consequence is, and although Williamson sees himself as
reacting against much of this history, he too buys into the above presupposi-
tion. 

Gettier devised a pair of counterexamples to show that knowledge cannot
be adequately defined as justified true belief (Edmund Gettier, ‘Is Justified
True Belief Knowledge?’ Analysis , , pp. –), and the search was on
for a condition that could be added to justification, truth, and belief to pro-
duce an adequate account of knowledge. Some epistemologists proposed that
what is required for knowledge is non-defective justification, while others pro-
posed that the justification must be indefeasible. However, a very different
kind of response to Gettier’s counterexamples was to wonder whether some-
thing less explicitly intellectual than justification, traditionally understood, is
better suited for understanding knowledge. Epistemic justification is tradition-
ally associated with being able to generate reasons in defence of one’s beliefs,
but in many instances of knowledge, one does not seem to be in a position to
provide anything like a defence of one’s beliefs. 

Reliabilist accounts of knowledge emerged out of this observation. Accord-
ing to reliabilists, for a belief to count as knowledge, it is not necessary that one
be able to defend the belief, but it is necessary that the processes that produced
or sustain the belief be highly reliable. Reliability theories of knowledge
quickly led to new accounts of epistemic justification, specifically, externalist
ones. Initially, reliabilism was part of a reaction against justification-driven
accounts of knowledge, but an assumption drawn from the old epistemology
tempted reliabilists to re-conceive justification as well. The assumption is that
by definition justification is that which has to be added to true belief to gener-
ate knowledge, with some fourth condition added to handle Gettier-style
counterexamples. With this assumption in hand, reliabilists argued that epis-
temic justification must also be a matter of one’s beliefs being produced and
sustained by reliable cognitive processes.

Reliabilism and kindred proposals sparked an enormous literature on the
relative advantages and disadvantages of externalism and internalism in episte-
mology. Most of this literature assumes that externalists and internalists are
defending rival theories, but an alternative reading of this literature is that they
are not, or at least need not be, rivals at all. Rather, they are principally con-
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cerned with different issues.
Externalists are first and foremost interested in understanding the relation-

ship that has to obtain between one’s beliefs and one’s environment in order
for those beliefs, when true, to count as knowledge, but in carrying out this
project, they see themselves as also offering an account of epistemic justifica-
tion, because justification, they stipulate, is that which has to be added to true
belief in order to get a serious candidate for knowledge. Internalists, on the
other hand, are first and foremost interested in understanding what is required
for one’s beliefs to be justified, but in carrying out their project, they see them-
selves as also providing the materials for an adequate account of knowledge,
because they too assume that justification is by definition that which has to be
added to true belief to get knowledge, with some condition added to handle
Gettier problems.

A reading of the literature that is charitable to both internalists and exter-
nalists is that they are pursuing distinct but equally legitimate projects. One
project, roughly expressed, is that of exploring what it is appropriate to believe
insofar as one’s goal is to have accurate and comprehensive beliefs. An inter-
nalist approach is well suited for this project. Another project, again roughly
expressed, is that of exploring what is required for one to stand in a relation of
knowledge to one’s environment, and an externalist approach is better suited
to this project. 

Conflating these two projects has deeply unfortunate consequences for both
the theory of knowledge and the theory of justified belief. For the theory of
knowledge, it encourages either overly intellectual conceptions of knowledge,
which overlook the fact that people cannot provide adequate intellectual
defences for much of what they know, or awkward attempts to force back into
the account some duly externalized notion of justified belief, because the defi-

nition of knowledge is thought to require it. The impact on the theory of justi-
fied belief is equally regrettable. If it is stipulated that the properties that make
a belief justified must also be properties that turn true belief into a good candi-
date for knowledge, an account of justified belief can be regarded as adequate
only if it contributes to a successful account of knowledge. The theory of justi-
fied belief is thus divorced from our everyday assessments of each other’s opin-
ions, which tend to focus on whether individuals have been appropriately
careful in forming their opinions rather than on whether they have satisfied
the prerequisites of knowledge.

The remedy is for epistemologists to refrain from simply presupposing that
the project of understanding knowledge and the project of understanding
justified belief are conceptually linked. By the end of the epistemological enter-
prise, after accounts of justified belief and knowledge have been independently
developed, interesting connections between the two may have emerged, but it
ought not be assumed from the start that there is a simple, necessary tie
between them. Not insisting on a tie between the two frees the theory of
knowledge from overly intellectual conceptions of knowledge, thus smoothing
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the way for treatments that acknowledge that people are often not in a position
to provide a justification for what they know, and it simultaneously creates a
space for a theory of justified belief that is not cordoned off from the kinds of
assessments of each other’s beliefs that we need to make in our everyday lives.

This is where Williamson enters the story. He insists that knowledge cannot
be understood in terms of justification plus other conditions, and he thus
neatly avoids the loser’s game that characterizes much of recent epistemology.
However, he still does link the theory of justification with the theory of knowl-
edge. Only he reverses the usual order. Knowledge is used to understand justi-
fied belief. But this too has unacceptable consequences. In scenarios involving
radical deceit, such as vat scenarios, justification evaporates along with knowl-
edge. 

Williamson is right to reject ‘justification first’ epistemology. He is wrong to
replace it with ‘knowledge first’ epistemology. Neither knowledge nor justifi-

cation stands in a relation of authority and preeminence to the other. The
project of understanding justification and that of understanding knowledge
are separate but equal enterprises.
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Although we now have a number of accessible, analytically rigorous introduc-
tions to Heidegger’s early philosophy, as represented in Being and Time, his
later philosophy is less well served in this respect (with the notable exception
of recent work by Richard Polt and George Pattison). This is hardly surprising.
For if, with Julian Young, we think of Heidegger’s turn away from his early
project of fundamental ontology as occurring somewhere between  and
, then his later writings include a range of texts whose volume, diversity
and refusal to satisfy their readers’ expectations regarding the methods and the
form of anything that could count as a genuinely philosophical investigation
must make any would-be guide to these matters think twice. Nevertheless, if
(as those recent introductions plausibly insist) Being and Time is recognizably
related— thematically, methodologically and rhetorically— to the Western
philosophical tradition’s central preoccupations (as evinced, say, in Kant’s Cri-
tique of Pure Reason), and if its author was (as he repeatedly claimed) com-
pelled towards his later conception of authentic thinking by considerations
that his early work generated, then it ought to be possible to show that even
the most challenging of his later essays and lectures take their bearings from
(and hence have a bearing upon) recognizably philosophical concerns.

This is one way of characterizing Dr. Young’s project in the present volume


